Comprehensive density functional theory study on serine and related ions in gas phase: conformations, gas phase basicities, and acidities.
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have been performed to investigate the gas-phase conformations of serine and its three related ions (serineH(+), serine(-), and serine(2-)). The full ensemble of possible conformations, 324 conformations for serine, 108 for serineH(+), 162 for serine(-) and 54 for serine(2-), were first surveyed at B3LYP/6-31G level, and then the obtained unique conformations were further refined at B3LYP/6-311+G level. From full optimizations, 74 unique conformations for seine, 14 for serineH(+), 11 for serine(-), and 4 for serine(2-) were located, and their relative energies were also determined at B3LYP/6-311+G level. Atoms in molecules (AIM) analysis was carried out to establish rigorous definition of hydrogen bonds. Six types of intramolecular H-bonds in conformers of serine, six types in serineH(+), three types in serine(-), and two types in serine(2-) were identified within the framework of AIM theory and their relative strengths were determined based on topological properties at bond critical points (BCPs) of H-bonds. The intramolecular H-bonds were demonstrated to play an important role in deciding the relative stability of conformations of amino acids and the related ions. The enthalpies and Gibbs free energies of protonation and deprotonation reactions of serine and its related ions were calculated at B3LYP/6-311+G//B3LYP/6-31G, and B3LYP/6-311+G//B3LYP/6-311+G level. The calculated results are both in excellent agreement with the experimental data. We demonstrate in this study that B3LYP is an efficient and accurate method to predict the thermochemical and structural parameters of amino acids and the related ions.